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Essential Questions--The French 

Revolution & Napoleon:

•What were the political, economic, 

religious, social, and intellectual 

causes of the French Revolution?

•What were the political outcomes of 

the first phase of the French 

Revolution?

•Why did the Terror occur and what 

were its consequences?

•Were the ideals of the French 

Revolution lost during Napoleon’s 

reign?
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First Estate--clergy 

Second Estate--nobles

Third Estate—peasants
And bourgeoisie 

Hierarchy of French Social Order

I. French Social Order Before the Revolution:

Which social classes are riding

on the back of the common people?

How does this cartoon reveal some

of the causes of the French Rev.?
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A New Class: The Bourgeoisie develop late 1700’s

Wealthy

Educated

New Economic Elite

More Political Power

Began to Challenge 

the power of the Nobility

and demand more rights

The Enlightenment 

―The Philosophes‖

The American Revolution

II. Origins of the Revolution:
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Bankrupt State  |  Rural Poverty  |  Urban Poverty

Economic Causes:

(above) King Louis and Finance Minister Necker

*Necker could not get France out of debt from the French and 

Indian Wars.  Tried to raise taxesMade Third Estate angry!

The French Monarchy’s Economic Troubles
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Social Causes:

Which members of the

Ancien Regime are

struggling with each 

other here?
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Louis XV Louis XVI

Political Causes: How did these two kings increase

tensions and problems before the Revolution?

Louis XVI as a Pig Marie-Antoinette as a Serpent 

Dehumanizing the Monarchy
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Louis the Drunk

An Unrefined Louis

Symbolic Decline of the French Monarchy
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1. From your understanding of Louis XVI, which 

descriptions seem most accurate?  Least accurate?

2. Do any of these sources foreshadow Louis’s downfall?

One: Liberal Phase, 1789-1792

--Constitutional Monarchy

Two: Radical Phase, 1793-1794

--Formation of the French Republic

--King Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette are beheaded!

--Robespierre and “The Reign of Terror”

Three: Reactionary Phase, 1795-1799

--The Directory is established

--Weakened central government

Four: Napoleonic Phase, 1799-1815

--The Republic ends

--Napoleon Bonaparte declares himself Emperor

Phases of the French Revolution:
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Video: “The French Revolution” 

from the History Channel

• Go to: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZtEsLMy5u

Q&feature=PlayList&p=0120EFE6EDF985AA

&index=0&playnext=1

• It’s in 10 parts.

• Questions: How do historians as well as 

yourself, define the different phases of the 

French Revolution? What were the political, 

economic and cultural causes and consequences 

of each phase?

Summoning of 

The Estates General,

May 1789
For the first time since 1614, the 

States-General met at Versailles. 

Each of the three estates—

clergy, nobility, and the third 

estate, or commons—presented 

its particular grievances to the 

crown.

The aspirations of the bourgeoisie

were expressed by Abbé Sieyès 

in a widely circulated pamphlet 

that implied that the third estate 

and the nation were virtually 

identical.

Phase One:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZtEsLMy5uQ&feature=PlayList&p=0120EFE6EDF985AA&index=0&playnext=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZtEsLMy5uQ&feature=PlayList&p=0120EFE6EDF985AA&index=0&playnext=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZtEsLMy5uQ&feature=PlayList&p=0120EFE6EDF985AA&index=0&playnext=1
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Awakening the Third Estate

Tennis Court Oath: June 1789

•The Tennis Court Oath was a pledge signed by 577 members of France's Third Estate 

(also called the National Assembly) on June 20, 1789. 

•After King Louis XVI locked the deputies of the Third Estate of the Estates-General 

out of the Palace of Versailles, they met instead in a nearby indoor tennis court where a 

list of grievances were drawn up. There, they adopted a pledge to continue to meet until 

a constitution had been written. 

•It is often considered the start of the French Revolution. 
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Popular Revolt:

Sans Culottes

―Enter the People‖

July 1789

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/4/43/Sans-culotte.jpg
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Storming the Bastille: July 14, 1789 

Celebrating the Destruction of the Old Regime

•Bread riots ensued.  Wealthy governors and nobles who were hated 

during the Ancien Regime had their heads put on pikes by the rioting mobs.
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Revolting in Rural France: Summer 1789

Declaration of Rights of Man and Citizen

Liberty  |  Equality  |  Fraternity
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The King Accepting the 1791 Constitution

A Constitutional

Monarchy was 

briefly established

The New Order

How does this cartoon represent

the new social order of France

during the French Revolution
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Results of Phase One:

Constitutional Monarchy

Bourgeoisie and Noble 

Benefactors

•Civil Constitution of the 

Clergy, July 1790

--Clergy is stripped of

many privileges, including

ownership of land and

freedom from taxation.

Land is redistributed 

among the common

people.

•Royal Family Flees, 1791 

Drafting Monks into the Army

IV. Phase Two:
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Symbolic Decline of the French Monarchy

Louis the Absolutist Louis the Supporter of the

Revolution

Why are these

individuals 

shown in this

manner?
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The Royal Family was captured in 1791 after being 

accused of conspiring against the new government
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Louis on Trial, 1792

Louis being taken to the Guillotine
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The Execution of Louis XVI, 1793

What was it like to be guillotined?

http://www.metaphor.dk/guillotine/Pages/Guillot.html

http://www.metaphor.dk/guillotine/Pages/Guillot.html
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"Robespierre guillotining 

the executioner after 

having guillotined all 

Frenchmen"

Who is guillotining the 

French people now?

And why?
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The National Convention, 1793

Jacobins vs. Girondins

Two opposing political factions fight for power

Foreign Wars

Austria  |  Prussia
Made many people worried about enemy spies who might attempt to overthrow

The French Republic.
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A select circle of men led by

Maximillien Robespierre

during the French Republic

He justified the use of ―terror‖

by claiming that enemy spies

were trying to destroy the 

French Republic.

Result: Thousands of people

were accused of being spies

and guillotined! Estimates 

Range up to 40,000 or more!  

Committee of Public Safety and the Reign of Terror
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Guillotine

Burning of Cities

Enforcing the Revolution

Imprisonment
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Revolutionary Culture: Destroying the Old Regime

Revolutionary Culture: Destroying the Old Regime

New Calendar

Lady Liberty as a Symbol of the Republic
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Revolutionary Culture: Destroying the Old Regime

Priests and Nuns Encouraged to Marry
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Death of Robespierre and End of Reactionary Phase

• Robespierre was 
eventually put on 
trial for his crimes 
against the French 
people.

• Ironically, like Louis 
XVI, he was 
executed in 1795.

• Committee of Public 
Safety is replaced by 
the Directory.

V. Phase III: Reaction and the Directory

How does this cartoon poke fun at the weakness of the Directory?  Who 

is the guy opening the drapes?
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Phase IV: The Napoleonic Era

• He promoted the spread 
of ideas from the 
Revolution throughout 
Europe as part of a 
propaganda campaign.

• Can this painting titled 
―Bonaparte Crossing the 
Alps‖ be considered 
propaganda?
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Background Information

• Born on the island of 

Corsica (Mediterranean)

• Trained in military service

• Participated in the French 

Revolution at an early age

• Supported Jacobins, but was 

also confused by the wide 

variation of ideas available 

during the French 

Revolution

How did Napoleon feel about the 

Revolution and the Republic?
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Is this true?
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Napoleon Becomes Emperor

• 1799: A popular French general, 

Napoleon Bonaparte returned 

from his successful military 

campaigns in Italy and Egypt . He 

was fed up with the Directory and 

overthrew it to create a 3-member 

Consulate

• 1802:  Named himself Consul for 

life

• 1804:  Became emperor of the 

French

**He was strongly supported by the 

French people**

On being elected First Consul…
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Reforms Under Napoleon

• Regulation of Economy:  encouraged 

new industry, regulated prices, and 

built canals and roads

• Made Peace with the Catholic Church 

(Concordat of 1801)

• All careers were open to “talent”—

means to satisfy all social classes

• Establishment of the Napoleonic 

Code
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The Code Napoleon

• He established the Code Napoléon as the rule 
of law in France and in each new area he 
conquered.

– Feudalism and serfdom were abolished, 
and freedom of religion  was established. 

– Each area was granted a constitution, 
providing for universal male suffrage 
(voting rights) and a parliament and 
containing a bill of rights. 

– French-style administrative and judicial 
systems were required.

– Schools were put under centralized 
administration, and free public schools 
were envisioned. Higher education was 
opened to all who qualified, regardless of 
class or religion. 

– Every state had an academy or institute for 
the promotion of the arts and sciences. 
Incomes were provided for eminent 
scholars, especially scientists. 

– Constitutional government remained only 
a promise, but progress and increased 
efficiency were widely realized. 
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The Creation of an Empire

• 1804-1814:  Napoleon creates an 
empire by annexing territory

– Netherlands

– Belgium

– Parts of Italy

– Parts of Germany

• Napoleon cut Prussian territory in 
half

• Many countries signed treaties 
with France to avoid conflict

• Napoleon placed relatives on the 
thrones of several places to 
solidify his control

Video Option 1: “Conquerors—

Napoleon Bonaparte” (45m)

• Identify the leadership qualities which made Napoleon a military genius?  

Why was Napoleon at the pinnacle of his power in 1805?
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Conflict with England

• Traditionally, the French and 

the British have not gotten 

along well.

• 1805:  Napoleon prepares to 

invade England, but is 

stopped at the Battle of 

Trafalgar.

• Napoleon’s Continental 

System:  Closed European 

ports to British goods

Napoleon’s costly invasion of 

Russia! Why was this a mistake?
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*OPTION #2:

Video: “Napoleon’s Lost Army” 

(45m)

Watch closely! What does archaeology and 

historical research reveal about Napoleon’s 

―Lost Army‖ in Russia?  And, what’s

the big deal?
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OPTION #3:

“Napoleon”  Biography Video (25m)

Watch closely! QUESTIONS FOLLOW!

Napoleon Biography Questions:

• Discussion Questions

• 1. Discuss how Napoleon’s background, early experiences in school, 
and the times in which he lived may have affected his character and 
leadership style. In the end, what part of his character do you think led 
to his downfall?

• 2. Explain the debate between aristocrats and philosophers over 
monarchy and democracy during the revolutionary period in France. 
Which side would you say Napoleon was on?

• 3. Analyze Napoleon’s role in the French Revolution and his speedy rise 
to power. What were his talents?

• 4. What were Napoleon’s first tasks as dictator? Explain and discuss 
why they were important.

• 5. Why do you think the French people accepted Napoleon as their sole 
leader not once but twice? After all, hadn’t they just fought a revolution 
to end the monarchy in France?

• 6. Compare and contrast both times Napoleon was exiled. Was he wise 
to try to return to power from Elba? What do you think should happen to 
defeated leaders today?
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Napoleon is Defeated at Waterloo!

• Upon his return 
from his exile in 
Elba, Napoleon 
ruled France for 
100 days as 
Emperor and 
Dictator and 
continued to 
engage in wars of 
territorial 
expansion.

• He was  defeated 
by England, 
France, and several 
other European 
powers at the 
Battle of 
Waterloo in 1815.

• He died in exile on 
the Island of St 
Helena in 1821.

Successes and Failures of 

Napoleon:

• Successes

– Code Napoleon

– Boost of French 

nationalism

– Age of Napoleon is 

considered a 

glorious time in 

French history

– Massive territorial 

expansion

• Failures

– Continental System 

did not work

– Trade restrictions 

hurt Europe

– Merchants ignored 

Napoleon and 

smuggled in British 

goods

– Napoleon’s huge 

miscalculation in 

Russia
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--Restoration of French Monarchy under Louis XVII, 

the brother of executed King Louis XVI! This was a

conservative backlash!  Did it truly reverse the Rev.?

The Lasting Legacy of the French Revolution

• Were all of the ideals of the French 

Revolution lost during the 

Napoleonic Period?

• How are the ideas of the 

Enlightenment and the French 

Revolution still with us today?
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Vocabulary Review:

• Vocabulary

• abdicate

• Definition: To formally relinquish a sovereign power.

• Context: On April 6, 1814, a humiliated emperor is forced to abdicate the throne.

• armistice

• Definition: Temporary suspension of hostilities by agreement between the opponents.

• Context: Napoleon has driven the Austrians back and secured an armistice, a peace treaty 
that

• gives France thousands of miles of new territory.

• artillery

• Definition: A branch of an army armed with crew-served mounted firearms.

• Context: Napoleon is commissioned as second lieutenant in the artillery, a fortuitous 
choice

• since new advances in weaponry and tactics are about to rewrite history.

• coup

• Definition: The violent overthrow or alteration of an existing government by a small 
group.

• Context: Napoleon’s allies stage a coup and seize control of the government.

• guillotine

• Definition: A machine for beheading by means of a heavy blade that slides down in 
vertical

• guides.

• Context: In 1793, Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette are marched to the guillotine and 
beheaded.


